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There in nothing unusual in a 
sporting goods retailer expand-
ing into internet sales, but while 

returning from an Ohio crossbow hunt 
last fall I had a chance to tour a business 
that reversed that usual progression. 
Rick and Karla Musick started their 
business as an internet retailer and 
now operate a major brick and mor-
tar retail store at 1326 Newkirk Road, 
Mount Vernon, Ohio. � eir customers 
have come to expect both good prices 
and good service on a wide range of 
hunting and � shing gear and clothing. 
Room after room of their lake side loca-
tion is � lled with related products that 
might appeal to the outdoors man and 
woman, from optics to safes, and from 
meat preservation spices to spicy camo 
lingerie.

About 10 years ago the couple 
launched an online business to sell 
� shing gear. � ey would buy lures and 
other equipment being closed out by 
manufacturers, then o� er it on-line 
at attractive pricing. � ey also bought 
merchandise from retailers that were 
getting out of � shing or closing down 
entirely.

A friend who planned to launch a 
computer retail business asked if they'd 
like to share the lease on a downtown 

location. It seemed like a good way 
to help their business grow, so they 
agreed. Six months later the computer 
portion closed down, and they took 
over the entire sales � oor.

Still, it was only a 15 x 80 foot 
space and when a small selection of 
guns and archery were added, things 
were so cramped it was hard to walk 
around the merchandise. � at's when 
there was someone to walk around: 
Despite being located downtown, traf-
� c at � rst was very light. � at long, 

narrow showroom was on edge to the 
street, so there was only 15 feet of front-
age to catch people's attention. Much 
of the commuter tra�  c on Highway 13 
took the bypass around the downtown, 
Rick told me. Many of Mt. Vernon's 
old downtown buildings were being 
converted into college classrooms or 
housing, further limiting the number 
of people who would head downtown 
to shop.

One day a customer brought in a 
full body mount of an albino deer and 
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Rick's Sporting Goods is located at 
1326 Newark Road in Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
This view is along the right side of the 
lush property, which sits on the shores 
of a private lake linked to a canal. The 
indoor archery range the main sign 
advertises is just visible in its separate 
building at the end of the parking lot. 
Other major product categories include 
� shing, guns, ammo and live bait.

The temporary sign allows the 
business to advertise sales like this 
November close-out on 2011 bow mod-
els, as well as an upcoming class for 
people who want to obtain concealed 
carry weapon permits. 

At left, Karla Musick and her constant 
companion, Buddy, help Kenny Kessler 
check in a � ne whitetail buck. Kessler's 
property is on the edge of Mt. Vernon 
and he arrowed this deer with a Horton 
crossbow.
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o� ered it to them for a store display. 
� e Musicks didn't need to give up any 
more � oor space but they had a plan for 
that rare white deer. � ey traded $200 
in � shing gear for the mount, stuck it in 
the front window and set up a spotlight 
that would keep it illuminated at night. 
"� at really started to attract attention," 
Rick recalled. 

As she does to this day, Karla would 
run the store in the daytime while her 
husband worked as an engineer at a 
� rm that builds large, automated pro-
duction lines for tires. Rick would be 
in about 5:30 p.m. to handle the bow 
service work and to help wait on cus-
tomers. Saturdays they'd both be in the 

business, restocking, reordering and 
otherwise putting in the long weeks 
typical of someone who owns a sport-
ing goods retail store.

� e Musicks stayed so busy they 
rarely had time to hunt, but Rick 
enjoyed his membership in a billiards 
league that gave him a much needed 
break from his twin jobs. One day a 
member of another pool team men-
tioned that his father was getting ready 
to close an appliance store. � e Musicks 
knew they'd always be handicapped 
in the small, downtown location so 
they came out to look at the property 
that was for lease. It would mean tak-
ing on a huge remodeling project, but 

the upside was plenty of parking and 
a huge expansion opportunity. � ey 
� gured the multiple showrooms could 
be remodeled to serve as 5,000 square 
feet of retail space. � e big garage and 
warehouse in back could become a 
3,000 square foot archery range, and 
they'd still have another 2,000 for ware-
house space for their own bulky items.

"We thought about it for about a 
week, and then said 'We just have to 
do this,'" Rick told me. � e Musicks 
signed the lease in October of 2008 
and began the � ve month remodeling 
project. To retain the customers they 
had Karla operated the existing down-
town store, while Rick headed up the 

Rick Musick stands at the center of the � shing department, holding a popular bait. This wide angle photo gives a sampling of the wide 
range of products carried by this sporting goods store. You can see � shing rods hanging at left, across from jerky and sausage curing 
kits and spices (meat grinders and slicers are higher up on that rack.) Walk through the doorway into the next room and you are in the 
archery department, which in the state of Ohio means you'll � nd a good selection of crossbows and crossbow accessories along with 
vertical bows. The indoor bow tuning range and bow service area are in their own rooms o�  the archery department sales � oor.

Rick Musick stands at the center of the � shing department, holding a popular bait. This wide angle photo gives a sampling of the wide 

By Tim Dehn
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transformation at the new property. 
"I'd work my other job until 5 p.m., 
come over here and work until I just 
couldn't do any more," Rick recalled. 
Karla is very knowledgeable about the 
gun side of the business, but when she 
ran into an archery service issue that 
needed Rick's touch, she'd ask the cus-
tomer to drive over and interrupt his 
remodeling work.

� e showroom area has a lot of 
nice, custom touches, but Rick said 
many were accomplished for less 
money than you would expect. For 
instance the try-out lane near the bow 
service area is insulated with premium 
sound-proo� ng panels, but because 
these panels are "seconds" they were 
obtained for next to nothing. � e door 
to that compact lane is a striking, glass 
paneled home entrance door, with a 
� aw on the inside that no one notices 
but which dramatically reduced the 
price. Rick o� ered several other exam-
ples where carpentry or remodeling 
skills, and a good eye for bargains, let 
the young business dress up its new 
quarters. For instance the oak and glass 
display cases that hold the handguns 
were built in the woodworking shop 
where Karla's father enjoys practicing 
his hobby with a high degree of skill.

� e Musicks said customers were 
understanding and helpful during the 
transition. Two of them often worked 
alongside Rick on those remodeling 
days and one, retiree Fred Wares, often 
volunteers at the business to this very 

day. � e other was o�  work temporar-
ily due to a neck injury. Instructed by 
his doctor that it was very important 
to keep moving his arms, he told the 
Musicks "I'd rather paint than do those 
exercises."

The move itself was accom-
plished over three days in the middle 
of February, 2009, with the help of 
around 10 customers. � e new home 
of Rick's Sporting Goods is unique for 
a number of reasons. First, the 15 acre 
site includes a 13 acre private lake, 
Beams Lake, so it's an attractive setting 
for a business that sells sporting goods. 
A canal runs alongside the parking lot 
and into that lake (Rick has checked 
into what it would cost to expand the 
parking lot by extending it across the 
canal, but found that to be cost pro-
hibitive.)

Second, this store is laid out with a 
series of rooms, rather than one large 

retail area. � e couple had to work 
within the existing structures so new 
customers have to learn the layout. It's 
not as simple as looking across a high-
ceilinged "mart" for signs leading you 
to the appropriate department.

If you work your way past the gun, 
� shing and archery departments, you'll 
discover a couple of treasures at the 
rear of the store. One is a diorama con-
taining that original albino deer and a 
� erce-looking brown bear. � e other is 
a playroom for youngsters with a gen-
erous selection of toys.

� e playroom was established to 
help out an employee who was car-
ing for a child, and to help out par-
ents who needed some place to occupy 
their kids while they were picking out 
a new gun, bow or crossbow or wait-
ing to have something serviced. In 
the winter, when construction worker 
dads are often looking after youngsters 
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A narrow, sound insulated room right o�  
the showroom (see above) is used for bow 
tuning and to check that customers are 
being set up with the right draw length. 
A closeup of the panels from the Tectum 
plant in Newark, Ohio appears below. At 
left, Rick Musick stands in the giant indoor 
range. Fourteen archers can stand on the 
line at a time and shoot at 30 yards. In 
nice weather they can stand in the parking 
lot and shoot into the building through 
the open overhead door from where this 
photo was taken, at ranges up to 50 yards.
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while the moms are working, Karla said 
the playroom seems to be especially 
appreciated by customers. She's look-
ing forward to when her grandson is 
old enough to spend some days at the 
store. Like the employee's youngster 
he'll be encouraged to invite children 
back to the playroom when they come 

in with their parents.
� e diorama I mentioned is near 

a back entrance to the store, and 
came about because of a good deed 
the Musicks would say is just the way 
customers should be treated. A hunt-
er came in with an older Parker bow 
and rather than try to sell him a new 

model, sta�  checked the bow over, 
sold him a new string and a second to 
carry as a spare on his Alaskan hunt. 
Dave Dusthimer shot his big Coastal 
Brown Bear at a range of 7 yards, and 
after it was mounted he o� ered it to 
the Musicks for display in the store. 
"If we had told him to buy a top dollar 
bow to go on that trip he would have 
bought it," Rick told ArrowTrade, but 
the bow he brought in was perfectly 
� ne once it was serviced. � e Musicks 
didn't lose out on the transaction, 
because when Dusthimer returned 
from the trip he bought two new bows, 
one for himself and one for his Alaskan 
guide.

It doesn't take a lot of space to put 
together an interesting clothing display. 
The selection here includes styles from 
Buck Wear and then to the left, lingerie 
from Wilderness dreams. The camo cloth-
ing on the lower rack includes waterproof 
garments from Frog Toggs. Karla's sense 
of humor is evident if you look closely. 
She's placed gift boxed sets of Rivers 
Edge  infant camo wear directly under the  
Wilderness dreams nightwear, as she notes 
using one can lead to needing the other.
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� ere's another characteristic to 
this store that makes it unique, and 
that's the Musicks' dog, Buddy. A mix of 
Yorkie and Poodle, the Musicks bought 
him as a Christmas gift for Rick's par-
ents. "He fell in love with Karla," Rick 
said, so became her constant com-
panion instead. Buddy comes to work 
each day and stands ready to great cus-
tomers and to help in any way he can. 
Regulars know he's happy to help them 
carry a purchase up to the counter.

"He's actually helped sell some 
predator calls because of the reaction 
they get when they play a call. He'll try 
to tear the package out of their hands," 
Karla told me. I arrived at the store 
before Karla that day, so avoided being 
greeted by Buddy in his usual man-
ner. "His favorite thing is to hide here 
by the entrance, wait till they walk by 
and then jump up and bark at them," 
Karla said. If Buddy was larger or had 
a mean bone in his body, you might 

say that's a poor way to greet someone 
walking through the door. But he's so 
little and cute that it's tough for even 
someone brand new to the business to 
avoid smiling or laughing outright at 
this miniature guard dog.

I watched one young man run the 

gauntlet for the � rst time to ask Karla if 
she stocked a particular brand of foot-
wear. She let him know who in town 
carried that brand and he left happy. 
"If someone is set on a particular brand 
we won't try switching them to another 
brand," she explained after the shopper 
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At right, Mike Patterson checks out the 
� etching supplies located next to � nished 
arrows and crossbow bolts. 

Below, the store boasts an extensive 
selection of optics for the gun hunter and 
bowhunter, including night vision gear.  
The giant boar on the wall was taken by a 
young woman, Chelsee Wood. 

Below right, an island display holds a 
selection of deer attractants.
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had left. "If we do and something hap-
pened with the product we convinced 
them to try, they might have a bad taste 
in their mouth about our store."

At the same time, the Musick's 
have no reservation about promoting 
a product they feel is exceptional. Karla 
likes the unscented Dead Down Wind 
hand lotion better than anything she 
can � nd in a drug store, so she had a 
bottle up by the cash register for people 

to try. When the manufacturer was 
ready to phase out the large bottle and 
move to a smaller one, Karla bought 
the remaining inventory of 31 cases at 
a steep discount. 

Karla talked that large purchase 
over with her husband � rst but typi-
cally handles the purchasing for the 
entire business  as well as taking the 
lead in � rearms sales. Rick uses the 
evening and weekend hours he has 
available to focus on archery sales and 

service.  Jim Meyers, the other bow tech 
for this business, was just back from 
a Missouri deer hunt with the Muddy 
Outdoors team, and taking vacation 
days to hunt the Ohio rut. � e store had 
won the Muddy Outdoors hunt at the 
2011 ATA Show.

In a well equipped workshop 
where he was repairing a bow that 
had been run over by a customer, Rick 
told me that he and Karla were look-
ing forward to the day when he could 
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Fred Wares gave me a quick tour of the section devoted to muzzle-
loaders and accessories. Beginners or those buying a gift might opt 
for a kit like the one he's holding that has everything but the pow-
der. More advanced shooters can choose from a wide range of ri� es, 
bullets, propellents, speed loaders and other accessories. 

The muzzleloading section is about the center of the store, after the 
bait and modern guns that are displayed up front before you reach 
the � shing and archery departments. Neaby you'd � nd gun safes 
and an extensive selection of supplies for processing and preserving 
wild game.

At left, this attractive diorama contains a giant Coastal Brown Bear 
from Alaska as well as a black bear and albino deer. It overlooks the 
store's supply of treestands.

Below, this view from the back of the building shows the couple's 
pickup, decorated to advertise the business. Windows on the second 
story illuminate an area used for storage of bulky items. 

Trapping supplies were displayed under 
bow cases in one corner of the store.
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retire from his day job and join her 
working full time in the sporting goods 
business. One way they're helping to 
increase revenue toward that goal is 
by operating an expanded web site. 
Popular products from the store's own 
inventory are on the site, some at spe-
cial pricing and some for what they are 
priced at in the store. You can sort by 
product category or brand, or browse 
the selection by price. For a retailer like 
this one that handles � rearms sales, 

the ability to link to a � rearms distribu-
tor's inventory is particularly helpful. A 
customer can choose from thousands 
of hand guns and long guns, pay a 
deposit, then complete the paperwork 
and � nish the transaction at the store. 

� ere they'll get the same great 
customer service as someone who 
started shopping in the brick and mor-
tar side of this business, which has its 
slogan "� e friendly outdoor store with 
pocket friendly prices."

30-06outdoors.com 30-06outdoors.com 30- 
(614) 409-9300 (614) 409-9300 (614) 409-9300 (614) 

Rick Musick shows Doyle Welch a Kimber Pro Crimson Carry, the crimson referring to an 
integral laser sight.  One of the nicer handguns in this case, it was priced at $1,094. The 
store will have about 50 handguns in stock at any given time, but through its website you 
can order from an inventory of thousands stocked by one of its distributors.

Below, Karla Musick gets ready to check out a customer at a counter that had wind 
chimes for sale at one end, mineral rocks at the other, and camo wallets and cell phone 
holders under the glass. Archery targets behind her are a reminder to customers that the 
store has a large indoor range, something not all are aware of since it occupies a sepa-
rate structure.  You can opt for an annual fee to use the range, and the couple may switch 
to a pass key system that would give people access to it day or night.
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GAME ON FOR 2012. The all-NEW Raider CLS™ features an economical 
variation of TenPoint’s award winning Compact Limb System (CLS) bow 
assembly. Lethal and compact, this high-octane crossbow has no peer.

GAME ON FOR 2012. The all-NEW Raider CLS™ features an economical 

RAIDER CLS

starting at: $799

The Invader HP™ has muscled-up for 2012. It out-classes the 
competition on all levels with a harder hitting bow assembly 
featuring TenPoint’s HL limbs and HP cams.

INVADER HP

starting at: $499

 330FPS

 180LB. Draw Wt.

 101.6FP Kinetic Energy

bybybyby

The Warrior HL™ has beefed-up with TenPoint’s 175 LB. HL limbs. 
This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and 
durability at its price.

WARRIOR HL

starting at: $399

The Warrior HL™ has beefed-up with TenPoint’s 175 LB. HL limbs. 
This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and 
durability at its price.durability at its price.
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starting at:starting at:
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 175LB. Draw Wt.

84FP KE
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competition on all levels with a harder hitting bow assembly 
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Invader HP & Warrior HL shown with optional TenPoint™ 3X Multi-Line™ ScopeInvader HP & Warrior HL shown with optional TenPoint™ 3X Multi-Line™ Scope

www.tenpointcrossbows.com

Our NEW longer, lighter Fusion Lite™ stock and a newly-crafted 
narrower bow assembly fitted with 180 LB field-tested HL limbs and 
NEW XR wheels elevates TenPoint’s long-standing workhorse model 
to thoroughbred status.

Our NEW longer, lighter Fusion Lite™ stock and a newly-crafted 
narrower bow assembly fitted with 180 LB field-tested HL limbs and 
NEW XR wheels elevates TenPoint’s long-standing workhorse model 

The fastest and lightest of our expanding collection of XLT models. A fusion of 
TenPoint’s cutting-edge, featherweight, wrapped carbon fiber barrel with 

a 185 LB version of our radically compact XLT bow assembly, 
the Carbon Elite takes fit, form, and function 

to the level of perfection.

The fastest and lightest of our expanding collection of XLT models. A fusion of 

 185 LB Draw Wt.

352 FPS / 102 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

334 FPS / 106 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

302 FPS / 110 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

 180 LB Draw Wt.

345 FPS / 98 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

327 FPS / 101 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

296 FPS / 106 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

 180 LB Draw Wt.

333 FPS / 92 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

315 FPS / 94 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

282 FPS / 96 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

Pairing our NEW lighter and longer Fusion Lite™ stock with a 
more rugged XLT bow assembly powered by double-laminated 
IsoTaper Limbs, the NEW Turbo handles like a dream but hits like 
a heavyweight.

Pairing our NEW lighter and longer Fusion Lite™ stock with a 

TENPOINT’S 2012 NEW PRODUCT LINEUP —

LIGHTER. FASTER. NARROWER.
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